A CLASS ROADS

66m TEETH MARKINGS,
17 MODULES
(1 MODULE = 4m)

Modules 15 to 17 (inclusive) have a constant gap of 0.6m
Modules 1 to 15 have a gap decreasing from 2.0m to 0.6m in a linear manner
Width of tooth determined by carriageway width

200 mm BETWEEN EDGE OF CARRIAGEWAY AND TEETH MARKINGS

200 mm BETWEEN EDGE OF CENTRE LINE AND TEETH MARKINGS

NON A CLASS ROADS

56m TEETH MARKINGS,
14 MODULES
(1 MODULE = 4m)

Modules 12 to 14 (inclusive) have a constant gap of 0.6m
Modules 1 to 12 have a gap decreasing from 2.0m to 0.6m in a linear manner
Width of tooth determined by carriageway width

200 mm BETWEEN EDGE OF CARRIAGEWAY AND TEETH MARKINGS